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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the structural form of damping pad for elevator electromagnetic 
brake, a damping pad device for electromagnetic brake which is easy to replace and 
maintain is designed. The advantages of the structure are analyzed, and the specific 
design method is given, which provides a reference for the design of similar products. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the rapid development of elevator parts technology and the continuous 
improvement of elevator industry standards and regulations, the electromagnetic brake for 
elevator traction machine has become the core part of the elevator traction machine drive 
system, not only as the braking execution part of the elevator car upward overspeed protection 
device, but also as the braking part of the elevator car accidental movement protection device. 
Therefore, the safety and reliability of elevator electromagnetic brake directly affect the normal 
and good operation of the whole elevator system. 

Item 4.2.2.4 of GB / T24478-2009 elevator traction machine clearly stipulates that the brake 
shall be subject to action test for no less than 2 million times, no maintenance shall be carried 
out during the test, and the performance can still meet the requirements of items 4.2.2.2 and 
4.2.2.3 in the standard after the test. The electromagnetic brake for elevator traction machine 
is used repeatedly for a long time. If the maintenance is not timely, it is very easy to have 
problems such as asynchronous brake action, unqualified braking torque, and action response 
time less than the requirements of the above standards and specifications. Most of the above 
problems are related to the aging and wear of the damping pad for the brake. At present, most 
elevators running on the market need to completely disassemble the electromagnetic brake in 
order to replace and maintain the damping pad for the brake. 

2. Problems existing in the prior art 

The brake damping pad structure in the prior art, such as a brake structure designed by the 
patent with the authorized announcement number of CN 206816712 u, which is easy to replace 
the damping pad. The brake is mainly composed of a static disc, a moving disc and at least one 
damping pad between the static disc and the moving disc, wherein the damping pad is installed 
in the damping pad mounting hole on the static disc and the moving disc components. A process 
notch is designed at the corresponding mounting hole of the damping pad on the stationary 
plate and the moving plate, and the mounting hole of the damping pad is connected with the 
external space of the brake through this notch. When the brake damping pad is aged, take out 
the damping pad through the notch and insert a new damping pad again. For another example, 
the damping pad fixing device for elevator brake designed in the patent with the authorized 
Announcement No. cn 208747534 u is mainly composed of a moving plate assembly and an iron 
core community, in which the iron core is provided with an adjusting bolt matching with the 
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damping pad assembly and extending out of the iron core, and the damping pad assembly is 
composed of a cylindrical damping pad and a support block, One end of the support block facing 
the damping pad is processed with an embedded hole along the axial center line, and the brake 
damping pad is processed with an embedded head matching with the embedded hole. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that there are major problems in the disclosed technology or 
existing products. Most of them need to disassemble the brake for replacement and 
maintenance of the damping pad of the brake. The specific implementation process involves 
the need to lift the elevator car, the test of relevant functional items such as braking torque and 
corresponding time of the elevator traction machine after replacement and maintenance, etc, 
At least two or more professional maintenance staff are required to cooperate to complete the 
maintenance, which is time-consuming, laborious and cumbersome. It is difficult for 
technicians with traction machine brake maintenance without professional training to be 
competent for this task. Even if the brake does not need to be completely disassembled for 
maintenance, the production and processing accuracy of brake surface, brake disc and shock 
absorber is high and the manufacturing process is complex. For example, in the CN 206816712 
u patent, the moving disc and stationary disc of the brake need to be processed with multiple 
notches respectively. For example, in the CN 208747534 u patent, firstly, the brake needs to be 
disassembled to replace the damping pad; Secondly, a special mold is needed to produce the 
damping pad with embedded head, and the production and processing cost is relatively large. 
In conclusion, it can be seen that there are a series of problems in the disclosed technology or 
the existing electromagnetic brake damping pad structure of elevator traction machine, such as 
complex production and processing of brake related parts, inconvenient on-site maintenance, 
high production, manufacturing and maintenance costs. 

3. Design of damping pad device 

Damping pad device design damping pad device for elevator electromagnetic brake. The utility 
model comprises an iron core (1), a moving iron core (7), a brake disc (6), a compression spring 
(2) placed inside the iron core (1), an electromagnetic coil (3) and a damping pad device 
symmetrically and evenly arranged. At least one group of electromagnetic coils (3) is located in 
the internal groove of the iron core (1), the compression spring (2) is symmetrically and evenly 
distributed inside the iron core (1), and the damping pad device is arranged in parallel with the 
compression spring (2). The damping pad device is composed of a cylindrical damping rubber 
pad (4) and a limit screw (5). The elevator electromagnetic brake damping pad device can 
replace and maintain the damping pad on the premise of not disassembling the elevator 
electromagnetic brake as a whole on the basis of facilitating the production and manufacture of 
brake parts. It is convenient for installation and maintenance, saves cost, and improves the 
reliability and safety of brake products for elevator traction machine to a great extent. 

The damping pad device for electromagnetic brake is located inside the iron core (1). During 
the design of the damping pad device, ensure that the outer circle of the cylindrical damping 
rubber pad (4) is not greater than the thread diameter of the limit screw (5), the diameter of 
the matching hole in the cylindrical damping rubber pad corresponding to the iron core (1) is 
greater than the outer circle of the cylindrical damping rubber pad (4), and the cylindrical 
damping rubber pad corresponds to the iron core (1) The depth of the inner fitting hole shall 
not be less than the thickness of the cylindrical damping rubber pad (4). The cylindrical 
damping rubber pad (4) is concentric and coaxial with the limit screw (5) and fixed by bonding. 
The limit screw (5) is matched and fixed with the iron core (1) through threaded connection, 
and reinforced and prevented from loosening with thread locking agent. After installation and 
adjustment, the end face of the cylindrical damping rubber pad (4) shall be higher than the iron 
core (1) The inner end face shall have a certain height and the height value shall be consistent. 
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 In the normal operation state of the elevator, the electromagnetic force generated by the 
energized electromagnetic coil (3) is greater than the spring force generated by the 
compression spring (2), so that the moving iron core (7) is engaged with the iron core (1), the 
moving iron core (7) is separated from the brake disc (6), and the electromagnetic brake is 
released; When the electromagnetic coil (3) loses power, the electromagnetic force is zero, and 
the moving iron core (7) is pressed to the side of the brake disc (6) under the action of the 
spring force generated by the compression spring (2). At this time, the brake disc (6) and the 
moving iron core (7) are completely bonded together to stop the elevator. In the whole process 
of electromagnetic brake engagement, the damping pad device fully plays the role of damping 
and noise reduction. The damping rubber pad (5) symmetrically and evenly arranged inside 
the iron core (1) has the same height value, which can ensure the synchronization of the 
opening and closing process of the electromagnetic brake of the elevator traction machine. 

 
Fag.1 Disc elevator electromagnetic brake 

1-iron core  2-compression spring  3-electromagnetic coil  4-damping rubber pad 
5-limit screw  6-brake disc  7-moving iron core 

4. Design of different damping pad devices 

Combined with the structure of elevator electromagnetic brake and the existing production and 
processing methods, this paper puts forward four kinds of damping pad device structures for 
reference. 

Damping pad device structure (I), as shown in Figure 2. A full-length threaded hole (11) is 
processed inside the stator core, and the damping pad device composed of cylindrical damping 
rubber pad (4) and limit screw (12) is installed and fixed through the threaded hole (11) inside 
the core (1). Adjust the position of the cylinder damping rubber pad (4) by the screw in depth 
of the limit screw (12). 

 
Fag.2 Damping pad device structure (I) 

11-threaded hole  12-limit screw 

Damping pad device structure (II), as shown in Figure 3. A counterbore (21) and a threaded 
hole (22) are machined inside the stator core, and the length of the threaded hole (22) is not 
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less than the height of the limit screw (23). The damping pad device composed of a cylindrical 
damping rubber pad (4) and the limit screw (23) is installed and fixed through the threaded 
hole (22) inside the iron core (1) after passing through the counterbore inside the iron core (1). 
Adjust the position of the cylinder damping rubber pad (4) by the screw in depth of the limit 
screw (23). Due to the existence of countersunk holes processed inside the stator core, the 
screw in length of the limit screw (23) can be reduced, which is more suitable for the application 
when the length of the stator core is large or the number of cylindrical damping rubber pads (4) 
is large. 

 
Fag.3 Damping pad device structure (II) 

21-countersunk hole  22-threaded hole  23-limit screw 

Damping pad device structure (III), as shown in Figure 4. A full-length threaded hole (33) is 
processed inside the stator core. The damping pad device composed of cylindrical damping 
rubber pad (4) and limit stud (32) is installed through the threaded hole inside the core (1), 
and the end is fixed with nut (31). The structure of the damping pad device is fixed with 
ordinary nuts, and the installation, adjustment and maintenance are simple. Just confirm that 
the limit stud (32) and nut (31) protruding outside the stator core of the electromagnetic brake 
will not affect the installation and fixation of other components outside the end face of the stator 
core. 

 
Fag 

Fag.4 Damping pad device structure (III) 

31-nut  32-limit stud  33-threaded hole 

Damping pad device structure (IV), as shown in Figure 5. A counterbore (43) and a threaded 
hole (44) are machined inside the stator core. The damping pad device composed of a 
cylindrical damping rubber pad (4) and a limit stud (42) is installed through the threaded hole 
(44) inside the core (1) after passing through the cylindrical hole inside the core (1), and the 
end is fixed with a nut (41). The structure of the damping pad device can reduce the screw in 
length of the limit stud (42) due to the existence of counterbores processed inside the stator 
core, which is more suitable for the application when the length of the stator core is large or the 
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number of cylindrical damping rubber pads (4) is large. With this structure, it is also necessary 
to confirm that the limit stud (42) and nut (41) protruding outside the stator core of the 
electromagnetic brake will not affect the installation and fixation of other components outside 
the end face of the stator core. 

 

 
Fag.5 Damping pad device structure (IV) 

41-nut  42-limit stud  43-counterbore  44-threaded hole 

5. Advantages of damping pad device 

The electromagnetic brake adopts the above damping pad device design, which has the 
following advantages: 

In the production process of electromagnetic brake, through simple machining and fixing with 
general parts, the replacement and maintenance of damping pad can be realized without 
disassembling the whole electromagnetic brake. The realization method is simple and easy, the 
general parts are adopted, and the production cost is low. 

In the process of replacing the damping pad of the actually applied elevator products, there is 
no need to fix the elevator car, which saves time and labor, saves labor cost and maintenance 
cost. 

The damping pad and the limit screw (limit stud) are directly fixed by mechanical preloading 
to reduce the hardening and aging of the damping pad caused by the bonding of the damping 
pad with adhesive. 

(4) The compression amount of the damping pad is directly controlled by the screw in depth of 
the limit screw (limit stud), which is conducive to better control the consistency of the product. 

6. Conclusion 

From the above discussion, it can be seen that the fixed damping pad device is directly installed 
in the stator core of the electromagnetic brake for the elevator traction machine. During the 
replacement and maintenance of the electromagnetic brake damping pad for the elevator, the 
replacement and maintenance of the electromagnetic brake damping pad can be realized 
without the overall disassembly of the electromagnetic brake, The lifting and fixing of the 
elevator car in the actual maintenance process does not need to be considered. In the whole 
maintenance process, the operation is simple and convenient, and the professional 
requirements for maintenance personnel are low, which greatly reduces the maintenance 
workload, saves time and is efficient. It not only reduces the maintenance cost, but also 
improves the reliability and stability of elevator traction machine electromagnetic brake 
products to a great extent. It provides a certain reference for the design and application of brake 
products for elevator traction machine and similar brakes. 
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